
Five women are talking about their new year's resolutions. Figure out what each one is planning to do next year.

Shirt: green, purple, red, white, yellow

Name: Alexis, Brandy, Karen, Monique, Stacy

Resolution: book, language, money, travel, weight

Boyfriend: Austin, Cory, Evan, Jeffery, Todd

Age: 26 years, 28 years, 30 years, 32 years, 34 years

Juice: cranberry, lemon, mango, orange, pineapple

The woman wearing the White shirt is somewhere

between the woman drinking Cranberry juice and the

30-year-old woman, in that order.

Karen is at the second position.

The woman who wants to write a Book is somewhere

to the left of the woman wearing the Red shirt.

Monique is drinking Orange juice.

Todd's girlfriend is somewhere between Austin's

girlfriend and Jeffery's girlfriend, in that order.

The 34-year-old woman is next to the 32-year-old

woman.

Brandy is somewhere to the right of the woman

wearing the White shirt.

At the fourth position is Cory's girlfriend.

The woman drinking Pineapple juice is somewhere

between Austin's girlfriend and the woman drinking

Lemon juice, in that order.

Alexis is somewhere to the right of the woman wearing

the White shirt.

The lady wearing the Red shirt is somewhere to the left

of Evan's girlfriend.

At the fourth position is the 28-year-old woman.

Brandy is next to the woman who is drinking Lemon

juice.

The woman who wants to earn more Money is exactly

to the left of the woman who wants to lose Weight.

The woman drinking Mango juice is exactly to the left

of the woman that wants to Travel more.

The lady wearing the Green shirt is somewhere

between Todd's girlfriend and the lady wearing the Red

shirt, in that order.

At the �rst position is the woman who wants to learn a

new Language.

The woman drinking Orange juice is somewhere to the

right of the woman wearing the Red shirt.

The woman wearing the Purple shirt is next to the

oldest woman.

The 32-year-old lady wants to earn more Money.
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Five women are talking about their new year's resolutions. Figure out what each one is planning to do next year.

Shirt: green, purple, red, white, yellow

Name: Alexis, Brandy, Karen, Monique, Stacy

Resolution: book, language, money, travel, weight

Boyfriend: Austin, Cory, Evan, Jeffery, Todd

Age: 26 years, 28 years, 30 years, 32 years, 34 years

Juice: cranberry, lemon, mango, orange, pineapple

The woman wearing the White shirt is somewhere

between the woman drinking Cranberry juice and the

30-year-old woman, in that order.

Karen is at the second position.

The woman who wants to write a Book is somewhere

to the left of the woman wearing the Red shirt.

Monique is drinking Orange juice.

Todd's girlfriend is somewhere between Austin's

girlfriend and Jeffery's girlfriend, in that order.

The 34-year-old woman is next to the 32-year-old

woman.

Brandy is somewhere to the right of the woman

wearing the White shirt.

At the fourth position is Cory's girlfriend.

The woman drinking Pineapple juice is somewhere

between Austin's girlfriend and the woman drinking

Lemon juice, in that order.

Alexis is somewhere to the right of the woman wearing

the White shirt.

The lady wearing the Red shirt is somewhere to the left

of Evan's girlfriend.

At the fourth position is the 28-year-old woman.

Brandy is next to the woman who is drinking Lemon

juice.

The woman who wants to earn more Money is exactly

to the left of the woman who wants to lose Weight.

The woman drinking Mango juice is exactly to the left

of the woman that wants to Travel more.

The lady wearing the Green shirt is somewhere

between Todd's girlfriend and the lady wearing the Red

shirt, in that order.

At the �rst position is the woman who wants to learn a

new Language.

The woman drinking Orange juice is somewhere to the

right of the woman wearing the Red shirt.

The woman wearing the Purple shirt is next to the

oldest woman.

The 32-year-old lady wants to earn more Money.
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Woman #1 Woman #2 Woman #3 Woman #4 Woman #5

Shirt purp�� whi�� gr��n ��d ye��ow

Name Stacy Ka��n A��xis Brandy Moniq��

Resolution language book mo��y weight travel

Boyfriend Austin Todd Je��ery Cory Evan

Age 26 years 34 years 32 years 28 years 30 years

Juice cranberry pi��app�� ��mon mango orange
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